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WHAT THEY ARE SAYING ABOUT THIS GUIDEBOOK

“This guidebook—written by lawyers for lawyers—is concise, well-written, and full of creative ideas about waste prevention. It is an excellent resource for the legal profession and anyone interested in waste prevention. The City of Seattle strongly encourages managing partners, office managers, and other legal professionals to adopt waste prevention programs and help the City and its neighbors to maintain a strong commitment to a healthy environment.”

MARGARET PAGELER, SEATTLE CITY COUNCIL

“I am delighted to commend the Guidebook to the lawyers of Washington and to use it at the WSBA office itself. What could be simpler—or more compelling—than this simple statement from the Guidebook: ‘Using less means buying less, which is good for your bottom line.’ What managing partner, lawyer, or office manager can pass this opportunity up? I commend... the Law Firm Waste Reduction Network for producing this informative and compelling ‘how to’ guideline.”

DENNIS P. HARWICK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

“To become a lawyer is to assume leadership responsibility. This means setting examples of responsibility, not just for our clients and one another, but also for the community around us. This Guide is a step in that direction. It identifies many ways that lawyers can run their businesses with less waste. If even a part of its suggestions were put in practice, lawyers could deliver high quality services more efficiently, reduce their demands on our natural resources, and lead other businesses by example.”

JAMES R. ELLIS, CIVIC LEADER, AND PRESIDENT, MOUNTAINS-TO-SOUND GREENWAY TRUST

“This Guidebook is an excellent road map for law offices that seek to care for the earth and follow sound business practices. Adoption by the management team will reflect a strong commitment to a sustainable future and provide practical tools for improving office practices. With widespread use of the Guide, the Seattle legal community will be the national leader in waste prevention.”

DICK ROY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NORTHWEST EARTH INSTITUTE, FORMER PARTNER AND MEMBER OF THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE AT STOEL RIVES BOLEY JONES & GREY (PORTLAND, OREGON OFFICE)

“We have long sought to recognize and encourage extraordinary contributions to environmental protection. The Law Firm Waste Prevention Guidebook is just such an effort.”

DON C. BRUNELL, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF WASHINGTON BUSINESS